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Imaging missions in Earth Science, Heliophysics, and Astrophysics have
made fundamental advancements in science and have helped to further our
understanding of our natural environment. Here we review the Solar-Terrestrial
Observer for the Response of the Magnetosphere (STORM) mission concept, a
global solar wind-magnetosphere imaging mission and investigate how often
STORM can observe and image its key science targets; the magnetopause, ring
current, and auroral oval. We introduce a novel analysis which defines STORM’s
plasma targets as discrete sample points in space, these points are collectively
called point groups. These point groups are used in conjunction with fields-
of-view of STORM’s imagers to quantify target visibility, how often the mission
can observe each of its targets. The target visibility is combined with a statistical
investigation of historical solar wind and geomagnetic data, and a k-folds/Monte
Carlo analysis to quantify STORM’s science visibility. That is how often specific
targets can be observed during elevated solar wind and geomagnetic conditions
such that detailed science investigations can be completed to address STORM’s
science objectives. This analysis is further expanded to potential dual-spacecraft
mission configurations to determine the nominal inter-orbit phasing which
maximizes target and science visibility. Overall, we find that the target and
science visibility of a single spacecraft mission is large, in the 100s and 1000s of
hours/events, while the target and science visibility peak for a dual-spacecraft
mission where the two spacecraft are ∼85○ out of phase.

KEYWORDS

imaging, dungey cycle, magnetosphere, solar wind, reconnection, system science, dual
spacecraft

1 Introduction

The interaction between the solar wind and Earth’s magnetosphere is complex. It
spans time scales of minutes to days, spatial scales from km’s to several Earth radii, and
encompasses plasma and neutral regimes throughout the magnetosphere, ionosphere, and
atmosphere.This complex interaction is truly that of a system of systems (e.g., Borovsky and
Valdivia, 2018), and while we have been able to gain valuable insight into the global system
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from in situ measurements strategically designed to study key
aspects of the individual systems, a system science approach is
required to fully understand and piece together the dynamics and
cross-coupling of this complex interaction (Sibeck et al., 2023a).

System science refers to understanding a group of interacting,
interconnected, or interrelated elements that form a unified whole.
In system science, understanding the dynamics of a complex system
requires not only the analysis of how different components of
the system are coupled but also the dynamics of the individual
components forming the system. Without a deep understanding
of the individual components of a system, there is no way to
develop a complete understanding of the dynamics of the larger and
more complex system as a whole (Lin et al., 2012). A good analogy,
which very clearly depicts this, are global Heliophysics models.
Such models are pieced or coupled together from individual smaller
models to form global models which simulate the dynamics of the
solar wind,magnetosphere, ionosphere, and upper atmosphere (e.g.,
the Solar Wind Modelling Framework, Gombosi et al., 2021; or the
Multiscale Atmosphere-Geospace Environment, Lin et al., 2021).

The next era of discovery in Heliophsyics, and in particular,
in the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction, requires global
observations capable of probing both the individual components
and cross-coupling of these components at the same time in order
to address the system science nature of this interaction. Such
observations are only possible with either a fleet of spacecraft
providing in situ observations throughout the magnetosphere
and in the solar wind, or via global imaging platforms, which
provide a comprehensive picture of most if not all of the system.
A fleet or constellation of spacecraft, such as the Magnetospheric
Constellation mission concept (Kepko, 2018), can provide
distributed in situ observations of local plasma, and electric and
magnetic fields over global scales. However, to probe the necessary
spatial scales across key regimes, such a constellation would require
a vast number of spacecraft, which poses a complex technical and
engineering task, the scale of which has never been attempted, may
not be feasible, and could be highly cost-prohibitive. Global imaging,
while unable to probe local electrodynamics, is capable of observing
plasma dynamics of key regions from scales of several 100s of km to
several 10s of Earth Radii with a higher density of observations than
any potential in situ mission or fleet of spacecraft (e.g., each pixel
in each image acts like a virtual spacecraft). Furthermore, global
end-to-end imaging of the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction
provides a robust and cost-effective method to quantify the physics
of local and cross-scale processes necessary to develop a system
science understanding of this complex system.

In this paper we expand on the Solar-Terrestrial
Observer for the Response of the Magnetosphere (STORM)
mission concept (Sibeck et al., 2018) to explore how often such a
mission can observe its key science targets. Further, we build on the
STORM mission concept by considering a dual-spacecraft imaging
mission to identify the nominal phasing between two identically
instrumented spacecraft in a shared orbit which together would
provide the largest number of observation intervals of key science
targets. In subsequent sections we review the STORM mission
concept, including the science objectives, orbits of a single and
dual spacecraft mission, and identify the key science targets, this
is followed by an analysis of how often targets are observed, and
how often these observations can be used to address STORM’s

science objectives. We conclude with a summary of our findings
and discussion of the STORM mission concept.

2 Mission concept

The STORM mission is a global imaging mission concept
designed to quantify the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction
(Sibeck et al., 2018; Sibeck et al., 2023a; Sibeck et al., 2023b).
STORM utilizes a comprehensive suite of imaging and in situ
instruments to simultaneously observe the solar wind input to the
magnetosphere system and the subsequent response of key plasma
regimes including the magnetopause, magnetotail, local and global
aurora, and ring current from a circular 30 RE, 9.65 days period
orbit inclined ∼90○ to the ecliptic plane. This orbit places STORM
in the solar wind for extended time periods, thereby allowing the
onboard magnetometer (MAG) and plasma instrument (IES) to
make in situ observations of the dynamic solar wind magnetic
field and ion/electron plasma while the soft X-ray (XRI), aurora
(FUV), and ring current (ENA) imagers observe the response of the
magnetosphere to solar wind dynamics. Working together this suite
of instruments addresses four science objectives:

A. Energy Transfer at the Dayside Magnetopause
B. Energy Circulation and Transfer through the Magnetotail
C. Energy Sources and Sinks for the Ring Current
D. Energy Feedback from the Inner Magnetosphere

These four science objectives are strategically linked such that
STORM comprehensively tracks the end-to-end circulation of
energy through the coupled solar wind-magnetosphere system. In
this way STORM is the first ever complete and standalone system
science observatory.

To address STORM’s four objectives, the mission must
observe key solar wind and magnetosphere targets during specific
geomagnetic and solar wind conditions such that detailed science
investigations can be completed. We term these two observing
requirements target visibility and science visibility. STORM’s key
observables and targets are the magnetopause, observed by XRI,
the auroral oval, observed by FUV, the ring current, observed
by ENA, and the solar wind plasma and interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) observed by IES and MAG. A detailed description of
STORM’s science traceability, which links STORM’s four science
objectives to physical parameters and observables (targets) and
project instrument performances (including the fields-of-view of
the imagers) can be found in Sibeck et al. (2023a). Figure 1 shows
STORM’s orbit, fields-of-view (FOV) and targets for each of the
imagers represented by discrete sample points collectively called
point groups, and the position of STORM (labeled SC0) and the
location of six potential secondary spacecraft (SC1-SC6). These
secondary spacecraft are used to determine the inter-spacecraft
phasing that maximizes science visibility and science return in a
notional dual-spacecraft mission.

Panel (a) of Figure 1 illustrates STORM’s 30 RE circular orbit
(9.65 day period), the spacecraftmotion along the orbit, and the field
of view of the XRI, FUV, and ENA imagers. The spacecraft orbit is
based on the STORM mission design and Design Reference Mission
(DRM), which assumed a nominal 30 RE circular orbit inclined
90○ to the ecliptic, with an August 2026 launch and insertion into
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FIGURE 1
Overview of the STORM’s orbit and mission design. (A) STORM’s orbit during a period of high β-angle (orbital plane close to perpendicular to the
sun-Earth line) and the fields-of-view of the FUV, XRI, and ENA imagers. (B) The phasing between a nominal single STORM spacecraft (SC0) and six
potential secondary spacecraft (SC1-6) initially spaced at 60○, 75○, 90○, 105○, 120○, and 180○ along a shared orbit. Also illustrated are the
magnetopause (teal) and ring current (pink) point groups used to define target and science visibility. (C) The variation in the spacecraft phasing
throughout the two-year science mission as a result of external forces experienced by the spacecraft. The margin shows the average separation of
each spacecraft with SC0 over the nominal two-year mission. (D) The northern and (E) southern hemisphere auroral point groups used to define the
visibility of the auroral oval and auroral target and science visibility.

science orbit in mid-August 2026 corresponding roughly with solar
max of solar cycle 25. A spacecraft in such an orbit is perturbed
strongly by the third-body gravitational effects from the Moon and
Sun, which causes both periodic and secular changes to the orbital
elements. The periodic changes include variations of approximately
±1○ in inclination. The eccentricity grows secularly over time
(lowering perigee which eventually leads to atmospheric reentry)
unless maintained by station-keeping maneuvers. Previous mission
design efforts (Shoemaker et al., 2022) showed that a spacecraft in
STORM’s orbit canmaintain a 30 ± 1 RE radius orbit for up to 4 years
without any station-keeping, even when perturbed by both natural
(e.g., solar radiation pressure, third-body gravity) and manmade
(e.g., momentum unload, science orbit insertion error) causes. For
the string-of-pearls constellation of satellites assumed in the present
study (Figure 1B), the individual spacecraft would be acted upon
differently from one another by third-body gravitational effects (i.e.,
differential perturbation), such that their relative orbital changes
over time cause their along-track separations to vary. Figure 1C
shows the relative separation angle between each spacecraft and
SC0, when the orbital dynamics are modeled with the gravitational

effects from the Sun (point-mass), Moon (point-mass), Earth (10
× 10 spherical harmonics), and solar radiation pressure. The initial
orbital state for each spacecraft is identical, aside from initial true
anomaly (to give the phase angle separation) and the semi-major
axis. The initial semi-major axis for SC1-6 was adjusted by several
hundred km to achieve the relative angular separation profiles
shown in Figure 1C.This initial configuration allows the along-track
separation to be naturally maintained within approximately ± 15○

from a mean value over the two-year analysis span, without the
need for active station keeping. Panels (b, d, and e) of Figure 1 show
the position of six secondary spacecraft (labeled SC1 through six in
panel b) and define the magnetopause, ring current, and north and
south auroral point groups the represent STORM’s targets.

The point groups (Figure 1B, D, E) represent the physical
location of the magnetopause, ring current, and aurora. The
magnetopause point group is defined using themagnetopause shape
from Sibeck et al. (1991) under nominal solar wind conditions. The
ring current point group is defined by the surface of a toroid with
inner and outer radius of 2.5 and 6.5 RE. The auroral point is
defined as an elongated ellipse which encompasses the upper and
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lower limits of the auroral oval as observed by previous studies (e.g.,
Frey et al., 2004; Milan et al., 2009b; Milan et al., 2019). Together
these point groups along with the FOV of the imagers are used to
define when and what portion of the magnetopause, ring current,
and auroral ovals are observed. This quantifies STORM’s target
visibility. Coupled with a statistical analysis of historical solar
and geomagnetic data this information is used to determine how
often STORM can address each science objective, thus quantifying
STORM’s science visibility. In the following section we describe
the methodology used to define both target and science visibility
and quantify the target and science visibility for each of STORM’s
imagers and science objectives.

3 Target visibility

STORM’s target visibility is quantified through detailed analysis
of the DRM, imager FOVs, and the point groups discussed in the
previous section. STORM’s DRM simulates the spacecraft launch,
insertion into the final 30 RE circular orbit, spacecraft motion along
the orbit, orbit evolution and all spacecraft maneuvers through
a nominal two-year mission. The DRM also fully models the
spacecraft including the position of each instrument, the spacecraft
attitude, and the FOVs of the imagers and thus models in a precise
way what fraction of each point group the corresponding imager
is able to observe at any given point throughout the mission.
Specifically, for each point group, we use a binary classification
which labels a point as inside the FOVof an imager (1) or outside the
FOV of the imager (0).When considering coincident observation by
two spacecraft a point is classified as observed if it is in the FOVof an
imager on either spacecraft.This is done for the entirety of a nominal
2-year mission at 1 h cadence (the cadence of the DRM). The ratio
of observed points labeled with a ‘1’ to the total number of points
within a point group is the fraction of the point group observed by
an imager at any given point in time.

For the magnetopause, we define a subset of the point group
which encompasses the magnetopause nose as our target. This is
because the motion of the magnetopause nose is a key observable
for addressing several of STORM’s science objectives (Sibeck et al.,
2023a). The larger point group, while not used in subsequent
analysis, is useful for quantifying target and science visibility
of potential secondary objectives such as the dynamics of the
Kelvin-Helmholtz stability along the magnetopause flanks. For
the ring current we consider the entirety of the torus point
group shown in Figure 1B. For the aurora, the two point covering the
northern and southern auroral oval, are each subdivided by clock-
angle into four subgroups which define dayside, dusk, night-side,
and dawn auroral point groups. Additional statistics are composed
by combining the north and south auroral point groups into a
single auroral point group that can be observed regardless of the
hemisphere. For the magnetopause nose and auroral point groups,
if 98% of the points are observed we define those targets as being
visible. For the ring current point group if 95% of the point
group is observed the target is defined as visible. These, extremely
conservative, thresholds are set so that if a small number of points
on the edges of the point group are not visible, we do not define the
target as not being visible.

Figure 2 shows the results of the target visibility analysis for
a single spacecraft STORM mission (SC0 in Figure 1B) through
the initial 6 months of a nominal science phase. In this initial 6-
month period the STORM spacecraft visits all magnetic local times.
The target visibility is calculated at the hourly cadence of DRM.
Evident in Figure 2 is that ENA has the largest target visibility,
followed by XRI, and the FUV. This is not surprising as ENA’s
observations of the ring current are rarely impeded, and most
visibility dropouts result from spacecraft sun-avoidance maneuvers
required to keep the sun out of the FOV of the imagers. XRI has the
second highest visibility through the 6-month period. XRIs target,
the magnetopause nose, can be impeded by the Earth throughout
various portions of STORM’s orbit, for example, when the spacecraft
is on the night side. As expected FUV has the lowest target visibility
since twice during every 9.65 day orbit the STORM spacecraft is in
or near the equatorial place where FUV is unable to observe the
high-latitude aurora.

Figure 3 expands on the analysis of Figure 2 and the number
of hours each target can be observed over the entirety of a two-
year science mission for a single STORM spacecraft (SC0) and
each paired combination of SC0 and SC1 through SC6. Over the
course of a two-year mission a single STORM spacecraft observes
the magnetopause nose for over 11,000 h; the ring current for over
15,000 h; the auroral oval for nearly 2000 h; and the four sectors
of the aurora oval for nearly 3,000 h each. For a dual spacecraft
mission the hours of observing the ring current slightly increase
and remains relatively constant for any spacecraft pair. Observations
of the magnetopause increase significantly with a dual spacecraft
mission. This is because with two spacecraft, the number of times
when neither can observe magnetopause is drastically reduced. For
auroral observations, the addition of a second spacecraft nearly
doubles the total number of hourly intervals when an auroral target
can be observed. For the four auroral sectors the number of hourly
target visibility intervals peaks for SC0 and SC2 which are separated
on average by 85○. For the full auroral oval, target visibility peaks for
SC0 and SC1 which are separated by an average 69○.

In the following section we combine the target visibility derived
here with a statistical analysis of solar wind and geomagnetic
observations during solar cycles 23 and 24 to quantify STORM’s
science visibility for each objective. That is, how many hourly
intervals exist when STORM observes the necessary targets during
appropriate solar wind and geomagnetic conditions so that the
science objectives can be addressed.

4 Science visibility

STORM’s science visibility builds on the analysis which
quantified the target visibility to provide a detailed statistical
estimation of the number of hourly intervals during which
STORM can address each of its four science objectives. This
is accomplished by first identifying the necessary solar wind,
magnetosphere, and geomagnetic thresholds required to address a
specific mission objective. A synthetic time series of these solar
wind, magnetosphere, and geomagnetic variables is then generated
using historical data that has been epoch-advanced to mimic the
solar cycle phase we believe STORM will be launched during.
This synthetic time-series is combined with the target visibility to
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FIGURE 2
Target visibility of each of STORM’s key observables. From top to bottom, the magnetopause nose (observed by XRI), the ring current (observed by
ENA), the auroral oval and its four sectors, day, dusk, night, and dawn (observed by FUV). Note the auroral oval target visibility is broken down by
hemisphere and also further combined to show visibility regardless of hemisphere.

FIGURE 3
Target visibility for each of STORM’s targets for a single spacecraft
mission and six potential dual spacecraft missions (x-axis).

quantifywhen and howoften specific thresholds aremet or exceeded
such that a science objective can be addressed. Specific thresholds
include, for instance, the onset of a geomagnetic substorm or storm
or an enhanced southward interplanetary magnetic field which can
initiate dayside reconnection.

As an example, we can consider science objective A–Energy
Transfer at the Dayside Magnetopause. As part of objective A
STORM will use the XRI and FUV instruments to determine how
dayside reconnection controls the flow of solar wind energy into
the magnetosphere and the spatial and temporal properties of this
interaction as a function of solar wind conditions (Sibeck et al.,
2023a). To address these two questions XRI must observe the
magnetopause nose and FUV must observe the dayside auroral

oval during periods of elevated solar wind flux and southward
IMF (Sibeck et al., 2023a). Here we use a threshold solar wind
flux (SWF) of 2.5 × 108 cm-2s-1 and southward IMF of 5 nT (or
−5 nT Bz). These solar wind thresholds allow XRI to track the
motion of the magnetopause driven by reconnection at cadence
sufficient to distinguish bursty reconnection from fast/slow steady
reconnection (Sibeck et al., 2018; Sibeck et al., 2023a) and FUV to
track proton auroral precipitation associated with magnetopause
reconnection (Frey et al., 2002).

Figure 4 shows the culmination of this analysis using synthetic
solar wind data from solar cycle 24 over a nominal two-year
science mission. Panels (a) and (b) show the target visibility of the
magnetopause nose and dayside auroral oval (c.f., Figure 1), and
panel (c) shows when the two target visibilities overlap. Panels (d)
and (e) show the synthetic IMF Bz and SWF time series during
a two-year period around solar max of solar cycle 24 from the
1-h OMNI dataset (King and Papitashvili, 2005). We use a two-
year period around solar max as this would be the nominal launch
window and science mission phase of STORM. In panels (d) and (e)
the dashed lines show the IMF Bz and solar wind flux thresholds. In
panel (d) the circles identify hourly periods when IMF Bz exceeds
its threshold and the FUV instrument can observe the dayside
auroral oval. In panel (e) the circles identify when both IMF Bz
and solar wind flux exceed their respective thresholds and the XRI
instrument can observe the magnetopause nose. The text in the
right margin of Figure 4 summarizes the total number of target
visibility hours, and science target visibility hours for objective A.

The analysis shown in Figure 4 provides a single estimate of the
number of science visibility hours for Objective A quantified from a
two-year synthetic solar wind time series taken from historical data.
However, the solar wind is quite variable such that the estimated
science visibility can change based on the two-year time period
selected, where within the solar cycle the synthetic timeseries came
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FIGURE 4
Target and science visibility for Objective A through a nominal two-year mission. (A–C) The target visibility of the magnetopause, dayside auroral oval,
and times when both targets can be observed by STORM. (D, E) the synthetic IMF and solar wind flux time series used to define the science criteria for
Objective A, the dashed lines show the thresholds of −5 nT and 2.5 × 108 cm-2s-1. The circles indicate times when the thresholds are exceeded and the
target can be observed, these are periods of science visibility. The text in the margin summarizes the target and science visibility for Objective A.

fromand fromwhat solar cycle. To account for this variability, we use
a k-folds or Monte Carlo framework which allows us to statistically
estimate the science visibility as well as provide error bounds on this
estimate. In short, ten synthetic solar wind timeseries are randomly
sampled from a specified time interval. For each of these synthetic
timeseries the science visibility is quantified as in Figure 4. The
average and standard deviation of the mean of these ten estimates
are then used to provide an overall estimate and error in the estimate
of the science visibility.

Nominally STORM will launch around solar max, thus for this
analysis we consider two-time intervals, solar max of solar cycle
23 and solar max of solar cycle 24. The max of solar cycle 23 and
24 are defined as 2000-03-03 and 2014-01-01 which lie close to
the peak number of sunspots during each solar cycle. From these
dates ten random time shifts of ±1 year are applied producing ten
synthetic time series around the max of solar cycle 23 and 24 which
are then used to complete the k-folds analysis. Figure 5 summarizes
this k-folds analysis for science visibility for objective A for a single
spacecraft mission and potential dual spacecraft missions. There
are a larger number of hourly science visibility observing intervals
during solar cycle 23 than solar cycle 24. This is not surprising as
solar cycle 24 was unusually quiet. Science visibility also peaks for
the SC0/2 dual spacecraft mission, consistent with the peak in target
visibility in Figure 3. Important to note though is that there are
several hundreds of hours of science visibility during solar cycle 24
to address science objective A with a single spacecraft mission even
during an unusually quiet solar cycle.

STORM addresses its overall science goal by addressing the
four objectives described in Section 2 Mission Concept. A detailed
description of these science objectives, background regarding

unanswered questions, how STORM distinguished between
proposed interaction modes, determines occurrence patterns for
each mode, and quantifies the significance of each mode, as well
as the measurement requirements to address each objective and
the dynamics of each mode were given by Sibeck et al. (2023a).
Table 1 summarizes these details for each objective and identifies
the physical process STORM is investigating, and the required
instrument, target, and solar wind and/or geomagnetic conditions
necessary to study that process. These identified instruments,
targets, and solar wind and/or geomagnetic conditions are used
to quantify the science visibility for each of STORM’s objectives in
the same way as for the detailed example for Objective A presented
above. The same data set that was used for Objective A is used
to generate a list of geomagnetic storms through solar cycles 23
and 24 using the methodology outlined in Murphy et al. (2018).
This storm list is used to define an additional synthetic time series
that separates all times into storm-times or quiet-times and further
subdivides storm-times into either main phase or recovery phase.
To generate a time-series of synthetic substorm onsets we use the
Newell and Gjerloev (2011) substorm list through solar cycle 23 and
24 and tag each hour as either having or not having a substormonset.
This binary time-series is used to generate a synthetic time-series of
whether a substorm onset occurs during any hour of the nominal
two-year sciencemission. Figures 5–8 show the results of the science
visibility and k-folds analysis for each objective and physical process
detailed in Table 1.

Figure 6 shows the science visibility of Objective B Energy
Circulation and Transfer Through the Magnetotail. This is achieved
by determining how magnetotail reconnection regulates the
circulation of energy from the dayside, through themagnetotail, and
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FIGURE 5
Science visibility for Objective A during (A) solar cycle 24 and (B) solar cycle 23. Blue–FUV observes dayside aurora and Bz < −5 nT; green XRI observes
the magnetopause nose and Bz < −5 nT and SWF > 2.5 × 108 cm-2s-1; orange FUV observes dayside aurora, XRI observes magnetopause nose, and Bz <
−5 nT and SWF > 2.5 × 108 cm-2s-1.

into the inner magnetosphere (Dungey, 1961) and by quantifying
the occurrence and significance of differing reconnection modes
(Sibeck et al., 2023a). In the tail, night side reconnection is the
physical mechanism releasing stored energy. This energy is released
by the onset of a substorm and localized brightening of the aurora.
Subsequently, and depending on the solar wind and magnetosphere
conditions this auroral brightening and substorm can evolve
into a set of sawtooth substorms or extended periods of steady
magnetospheric convection (DeJong et al., 2007; 2009). If the
auroral brightening is localized the mode is characterized as a
pseudo-breakup, a substorm like event where tail reconnection
is believed to quenched or limited (Rostoker, 1998). Substorms,
pseudo-breakups, sawtooth events, and steady magnetosphere
convection are the different tail reconnection modes STORM will
study to address Objective B. To do this STORM must observe
substorm onsets with FUV so that the drivers of these variousmodes
can be identified (c.f., Sibeck et al., 2023a). Coupled with XRI, FUV
observations of these modes can further be used to determine
how and whether these different tail reconnection modes return
magnetic flux to the daysidemagnetosphere (Dungey, 1961;Dungey,
1961). The top panel of Figure 6 shows the number of substorms
that STORM FUV will observe in both single and dual-spacecraft
configurations. The bottom panel shows the subset of these
substorms during which XRI can also observe the magnetopause
nose and hence flux returned to the dayside magnetopause. As with
Objective A, the peak in science visibility of Objective B occurs for
the SC0/2 spacecraft pair and the science visibility is higher during
the more active solar cycle 23. Of note is that a single spacecraft
mission observes a significant number of substorms on its own;
∼800 with FUV and ∼300 with both FUV and XRI.

STORM’s Objective C will follow the energy released from
magnetotail reconnection into the inner magnetosphere to quantify
the sources and sinks and of ring current energization. To
quantify the source of ring current energy, STORM must observe
the ring current during geomagnetic storms and substorms,

periods of ring current energization (Sibeck et al., 2023a). To
quantify the sinks of ring current energy, including charge
exchange, precipitation driven by wave-particle interactions (e.g.,
electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves, EMIC, etc.), and direct loss
through the magnetosphere, STORM must observe the dusk side
auroral oval in combination with an enhanced ring current (e.g.,
geomagnetic storm periods), and the magnetopause boundary in
combination with an enhanced ring current. These observations
will allow STORM to initially determine the dominant sink of ring
current energy and subsequently quantify the relative efficiency
of the three sinks (c.f., Figure 6; Sibeck et al., 2023b). Figure 7
shows the science visibility for each of these scenarios. Panels (a)
and (b) of Figure 7 quantify STORM’s science visibility during
geomagnetic storms. Panel (a) depicts the number of hours ENA
observes the ring current (ring current dynamics during storms)
and the subset of these periods when FUV also observes the dusk
side auroral oval (EMIC wave driven ring current loss). Panel (b)
shows the average percentage of a geomagnetic storm, and the
storm main and recovery phases where ENA observes the ring
current. A single spacecraft STORM mission observes a significant
number (∼2000) of hourly intervals during geomagnetic storms.
This roughly doubles for a dual spacecraft mission. In terms of “how
much of a geomagnetic storm can be observed?” this is generally
above 90%, that is ENA can observe the ring current for 90% of
storms and storm main or recovery phases. Panel (c) shows the
number of hourly intervals ENA observes the ring current and
FUV observes the night-side auroral oval and a substorm occurs
(substorm energization of the ring current). A single spacecraft
mission observes ∼800-1,000 substorms and a dual spacecraft
mission observes as many as ∼1,600-2000 substorms, depending
on the solar cycle. Finally, panel (d) shows the number of 6-
min intervals during which XRI observes the magnetopause nose,
ENA observes the ring current, and the IMF Bz < −10 nT and SWF
> 2 × 108 cm−2s−1. The increased Bz threshold is necessary for the
magnetopause to penetrate the inner magnetosphere (Staples et al.,
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TABLE 1 Summary of the physical processes, required instrument, target, and solar wind and geomagnetic conditions required to address each of
STORM’s four science objectives. * A lower SWF threshold is required as these ojbectives can be addressed using XRI with a lower cadence then required
for Objective A.

Obj Physical Process Required
Instrument

Target Solar Wind, and/or
Geomagnetic

Condition defining
Science Visibility

conditions

A Energy Transfer at the Dayside Magnetopause

Dayside Magnetopause
Erosion

XRI MP Nose
SWF > 2.5 × 108 cm-2s-1

Bz < −5 nT

FUV DS Auroral Oval Bz < −5 nT

B Energy Circulation and Transfer Through the Magnetotail

Nightside magnetotail
reconnection and substorms

FUV NS Auroral Oval Substorm Onset

Nightside flux return to the
dayside following nightside
reconnection/substorm

XRI/FUV
NS Auroral Oval Substorm Onset

MP Nose SWF > 2 × 108 cm-2s-1 ∗

C Energy Sources and Sinks for the Ring Current

Ring current enhancement
during geomagnetic storms

ENA Ring Current Geomagnetic Storm

Ring current enhancement
during substorms

ENA/FUV
Ring Current

Substorm onset
NS Auroral Oval

Ring current loss via charge
exchange vs. wave induced
precipitation

ENA/FUV
Ring Current

Geomagnetic Storm
Dusk Auroral Oval

Ring current loss through
the magnetopause

ENA/XRI
Ring Current Bz < −10 nT

MP Nose SWF > 2 × 108 cm-2s-1 ∗

D Energy Feedback from the Inner Magnetosphere

Ring current effects on
night-side reconnection and
substorm onset

ENA/FUV
Ring Current Substorm onset

NS Auroral Oval Dst < −20 nT

Ring current effects on
magnetopause position

ENA/XRI
Ring Current

Dst < −50 nT
MP Nose

2022) such that ring current loss through the magnetopause may
be quantified; the number of intervals peaks for a dual spacecraft
mission but remains high with ∼500 and ∼1,500 intervals for solar
cycle 24 and 23, respectively.

Objective C investigates the dynamics of the energization of
the inner magnetosphere; however, it is also important to consider
the effects that the inner magnetosphere can have on other plasma
systems. In particular a strong storm-time ring current may affect
the position of the magnetopause (Tsyganenko and Sibeck, 1994;
García and Hughes, 2007; Samsonov et al., 2016) and the latitude
of substorm onset and the amount of open flux required to initiate
tail reconnection (Milan et al., 2009a). Objective D will investigate

energy feedback from the inner magnetosphere and the effects a
strong ring-current has on the day and nightside magnetosphere.
To investigate ring current feedback on the magnetopause XRI must
observe the magnetopause nose, as ENA observes an enhanced
ring current, defined here as Dst < −50 nT. These parameters
define the science visibility for ring current feedback on the
dayside magnetosphere which is shown in Figure 8 panel (a).
To investigate the effect that the ring current has on nightside
reconnection requires observations of an enhanced ring current
with varying intensities and substorms onset. To achieve this the
science visibility requires ENA to observe an enhanced ring current,
defined as periods when Dst < -20 nT, and FUV must observe the
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FIGURE 6
Science visibility for STORM’s Objective (B) (A) The number of
substorms observed by FUV and (B) the number of substorms
observed by FUV when XRI observes the magnetopause nose for
single and dual spacecraft missions (x-axis). The science visibility is
estimated from both solar cycle 23 and 24 (blue and red).

nightside auroral oval during a substorm. This science visibility
is shown in Figure 8 panel (b). Note the difference in the Dst
thresholds for these two science visibilities, different thresholds
were specifically chosen as it is postulated that a larger ring
current is required to affect the dayside magnetopause due to larger
magnetic field strengths at the magnetopause then in the night-
side tail during periods of extreme tail stretching observed before
substorm onset. Overall, STORM has a significant number of events
to address Objective D, with a minimum of ∼200 h to address
dayside feedback and∼400 substorms to address nightside feedback,
both during periods when the ring current is enhanced. As with
the other objectives, more events are observed for solar cycle 23
then solar cycle 24, and for a dual spacecraft mission consisting
of SC0 and 2. In the next section we provide a brief summary
of the results presented here and perspective looking forward to
the future.

5 Summary and perspective

Earth Science, Heliophysics, and Astrophysics imagingmissions
have enabled fundamental scientific advances. In Earth Science,
the advent of scientific imaging transformed meteorology. For
example, the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
(GOES) family of satellites have provided continuous and
reliable environmental information used to support weather
forecasting, storm tracking, and research (Hawkings et al., 1996).
The importance of such observations was demonstrated during
the GOES I-M era with the successful tracking and monitoring
of hurricanes Hugo and Andrew (Hawkings et al., 1996). In
Astrophysics, imagers and telescopes have been the corner stone

FIGURE 7
Science visibility for STORM’s Objective C during solar cycle 23
(dashed) and 24 (solid) for a single and dual spacecraft mission (x-axis).
(A) Number of hours observing the ring current (blue) and ring
current/dusk auroral oval (green). (B) Percentage of storm (blue) and
storm main (green) and recovery (orange) phases that ENA observes
the ring current. (C) Number of substorms during an enhanced ring
current when FUV can observe substorm onset and ENA can observed
the ring current. (D) Number of 6-min intervals during an enhanced
ring current when the ring current and magnetopause nose can
be observed.

of scientific research for centuries. Following the space age, space-
borne telescopes have been used characterize the cosmic microwave
background (Hinshaw et al., 2013), study the aurora on other
planets (Clarke et al., 1998), and identify exoplanets (Borucki,
2016). In solar physics, imagers are commonly used to monitor
activity on the sun and its relation to space weather (Darnel et al.,
2022) and for scientific research, including the Solar TErrestrial
RElations Observatory (STEREO) mission designed to capture
stereographic images of coronal mass ejections (Kaiser et al.,
2008). In magnetospheric physics, imaging has been used to
study the auroral (Mende, 2016), ring current (Brandt, 2002), and
plasmaspheric (Goldstein et al., 2003) dyanmics.These observations
have provided fundamental insight into solar wind-magnetosphere
coupling, linking dayside reconnection to auroral precipitation
(Frey et al., 2003), and inner-magnetospheric dynamics, via
stereographic images of the terrestrial ring current (Goldstein and
McComas, 2018).

This paper detailed the target and science visibility of the
Solar-Terrestrial Observer for the Response of the Magnetosphere
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FIGURE 8
Science visibility for STORM’s Objective D estimated from solar cycle
23 (dashed) and 24 (solid) as a function of single and dual spacecraft
mission configurations (x-axis). (A) The number of hourly intervals
when STORM can investigate inner-magnetosphere feedback on the
dayside magnetopause. (B) The number of substorm during which
STORM can investigate feedback of the inner magnetosphere on
nightside reconnection and substorm dynamics.

(STORM) mission concept. STORM’s overarching science goal is
to study the system science of and flow of energy in the solar
wind-magnetosphere system. STORM achieves this by observing
key plasma regimes and systems associated with the Dungey cycle
and coupled solar wind-magnetosphere system. This is referred
to as STORM’s target visibility, how often a specific target can
be observed, and is illustrated in Figures 3, 4. STORM’s science
visibility quantifies the number of intervals (typically hourly
intervals) when STORM can address its science objectives and
overarching science goal, e.g., when the solar and geomagnetic
conditions are sufficient to conduct science. This science visibility
is derived for a single spacecraft and six spacecraft pairs which
could form a potential dual spacecraft mission (c.f., Figure 1B).
These target and science visibility was determined through a detailed
analysis of the Design ReferenceMission (DRM), instrument FOVs,
and target locations, combined with a statistical analysis of historical
solar wind conditions during solar cycles 23 and 24 (an active
and quiet solar cycle). The analysis demonstrating how the science
visibility is quantified is illustrated in Figures 4, 5; Figures 5–8
show the science visibility for each of STORM’s four science
objectives (Section 2—Mission Concept).

Overall, Figure 3 demonstrates that STORM observes each of its
required targets, themagnetopause, the auroral oval and dusk, dawn,
day, and night sectors, and the ring current for significant portions
of the mission. The auroral oval is observed for a minimum of
2000 h and increases to ∼3,000 h for each sector. The magnetopause
is observed for a minimum of ∼11,000 h and the ring current
a minimum of ∼16,000 h. These numbers increase for a dual
spacecraft mission and peak for the SC0/2 pair, which are on
average 85○ out of phase (in a shared orbit Figure 1B). Regarding
science visibility (Figures 5–8), STORM has several hundreds of
intervals to address each of its objectives with a single spacecraft.
The science visibility is larger during solar cycle 23 than 24, which
is not surprising given the subdued nature of solar cycle 24 (Basu,

2013). Like STORMs target visibility, the science visibility peaks (in
general) for spacecraft pair SC0/2 and provides the largest number
of observations of the aurora and its four sectors which subsequently
also creates a peak in the science visibility.

It is important to remind the reader that a statistical analysis
of historical solar wind data around solar max of solar cycles
23 and 24 was used to quantify and estimate an error in the
science visibility for each objective. This was done using a k-
folds or Monte Carlo technique (described in Section 4—Target
Visibility). This statistical analysis was performed to account for
the non-normal and non-periodic distribution of solar wind and
geomagnetic conditions required to address STORM’s science and
gives a more accurate representation of the science visibility then
assuming a fixed distribution of events. For example, the rate of
geomagnetic storms peaks during solar max; however, geomagnetic
storms are not periodic and do not occur with a fixed frequency.
The k-folds/Monte Carlo technique accounts for this and provides
a more robust estimation of the expected science visibility and
its errors (or variation–see Section 4 for details). Of note are the
errors in the science visibility shown in Figures 5–8. They are small
compared to the estimated science visibility, such that, in general,
the science visibility does not vary significantly when considering
a two-year period around solar max, which may potentially shift
forward or backward by up to a year. There is larger variation in
science visibility as a function of solar cycle and there is likely to
be variation with solar phase. However, STORM would nominally
launch around solar max and so the science visibility was calculated
for that period of the solar cycle. Finally, both solar cycle 23 and 24
were used to determine science visibility in order to provide anupper
and lower estimate from an active and quiet solar cycle.

In short, a single spacecraft STORM mission launched during
a quiet solar cycle has a significant number of science visibility
intervals. This would provide hundreds of intervals to address
STORM’s overarching science goals and each of the four science
objectives allowing researchers to conduct case studies of particular
events as well as statistical studies to determine the spatial and
temporal characteristics of the fundamental phenomena coupling
the solar wind and magnetosphere and leading the redistribution
of energy throughout the magnetosphere. A dual spacecraft mission
significantly increases science visibility and allows for stereographic
imaging and tomography (see Cucho-Padin et al. this issue) which a
single spacecraft can only do statistically. However, a dual spacecraft
mission would significantly increase the overall complexity and
budget as compared to a single spacecraft mission. Without a target
budget value it is impossible to settle on a final STORMdesign, single
vs. dual spacecraft. Recent NASA Medium Class Explore (MIDEX)
announcements of opportunity have had budgets which align with
a single STORM spacecraft mission and would allow STORM to
fully address its objectives. However, if budgets increase it may
be possible to consider a dual spacecraft mission and investigate
the three-dimensional structure and dynamics of magnetopause
and ring current via tomographic techniques, while observing
STORM’s targets for significant periods of time. Regardless, STORM
would be the first stand-alone and complete system science mission
capable of studying the end-to-end dynamics of the coupled solar
wind-magnetosphere system and resulting flow of energy in the
Dungey cycle (Sibeck et al., 2023b).
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